
Trying to hide nav buttons but they still show
Posted by svandyke - 2014/05/12 22:26
_____________________________________

LAST PDF ISSUE SOLVED (i didn't see anyplace to hit "solved")

1 - Trying to hide nav buttons but they still show.  Here is what I set in template / book settings  but the nav buttons stay
on
      Show 'Next & Prev' buttons   
     'Next & Prev' show mode      

2 - Also, my menu is acting weird when ARI Smart Book is used (see image)


3 - Is there a way to print the final book?


Thank you so much, it is a "mighty" tool!  :) http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/AriMenuConflict.png

============================================================================

Re:Trying to hide nav buttons but they still show
Posted by admin - 2014/05/13 07:15
_____________________________________

Hello,

1. "Books settings -> Navigation buttons" parameters section is used to manager navigation buttons at left and right sides
around a book. If you want to remove navigation buttons from toolbar, add the following code to "Styles settings ->
Custom styles" parameter:

.{$theme} .smartbook-icon-prev,
.{$theme} .smartbook-icon-next {
  display: none !important;
}

We will add a new parameters section to manager buttons in toolbar in a future version of the extension.

2. Could you provide a link to a page where we can see the problem? It can be a javascript conflict.

3. Currently it is not possible, but we are working on it and this functionality will be available soon.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Trying to hide nav buttons but they still show
Posted by svandyke - 2014/05/13 14:32
_____________________________________

The style copy paste did not work  :(  still see the nav buttons

here is the page address that shows that issue as well as the menu issue above it

http://oakschristianschool.org/index.php/homepage/thursday-test

============================================================================

Re:Trying to hide nav buttons but they still show
Posted by admin - 2014/05/13 14:39
_____________________________________

About nav buttons, try to clean browser's cache.

Regards,
ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 19 April, 2024, 04:26



ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Trying to hide nav buttons but they still show
Posted by admin - 2014/05/13 15:19
_____________________________________

Upgrade the component to v. 1.2.2. It should resolve the problem with the menu. It occurs due to conflict with MooTools
library.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Menu perfect! but no book
Posted by svandyke - 2014/05/13 15:50
_____________________________________

http://oakschristianschool.org/index.php/homepage/thursday-test

"publication doesn't contain pages"

see image

sooooo close!  :) http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/ari_error.png

============================================================================

Re:Menu perfect! but no book
Posted by admin - 2014/05/13 15:52
_____________________________________

Your publication doesn't contain pages. See parameters on "Pages source" tab in book settings. Something is configured
wrong.

PS: If can't find an error, send the screeshot of "Pages source" tab by email so we can investigate the problem in more
details.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

\"publication doesn\'t contain any pages\"
Posted by svandyke - 2014/05/13 21:46
_____________________________________

I have to go back and "push" almost every setting (basically deleting and recreating the same book) to get it back up.   

http://oakschristianschool.org/index.php/homepage/thursday-test

I tried attached 2 screen shots the first shows the page source settings and the 2nd shows that there are 2 pages in the
book...it did not allow the 2nd image

All is published and correct as far as I can see http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/error_shot_1.png

============================================================================

Re:\"publication doesn\'t contain any pages\"
Posted by admin - 2014/05/14 06:14
_____________________________________

ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 19 April, 2024, 04:26



Check that "Thursday Notes" content category contains articles and they are not "Featured" articles (because "Exclude
frontend articles" parameter is set "Yes"). 

If it doesn't help, could you provide a temporary access to your Joomla! backend by email so we can investigate the
problem in more details?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 19 April, 2024, 04:26


